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Initial challenges 
- How to communicate BI within a university? 



The old main page 
-  Updated every day? 
-  What’s important? 



An old sub page 
-  How to interpret this? 
-  How to find what you are looking for? 



The old client for self-services 
-  Required installation on local machines 
-  Difficult for the end-users 
-  Generated tons of support needs 



Initial challenges for the BI-team 

•  Low adoption within the university 
•  What should be on the web portal's main page?  
•  Users did not know how to use the BI system 



The solution 
- BI as a web based newspaper 



Actions taken by the BI team 

•  The BI portal is now transformed into a BI 
newspaper 

•  The BI team produces standard reports after 
consultation with councils and committees within 
the university 

•  Three courses and a workshop that runs 
continuously is introduced 

•  The intranet and the internal newsletter for 
employees are used as platforms for sharing 
information 



Design principles 
-  Focus on the most important 
-  Optimised for tablets and laptops 
-  Downward scrolling 
-  Based on small boxes 
-  A mix of text, photos and numbers 
-  Simple to change and modify 
-  The golden ration 
-  Everything is clickable 



 
 

Design principles continues 
-  I bit provocative pictures 
-  Elements that can be re-used 
-  Reach the entire site from the 

bottom of every page 
-  Less is more 



The element for news alerts 
-  Pop-up within in the page 
-  Based on data from a SharePoint list 



A subsection page 
-  Only articles from the section 
-  Elements are re-used from the main 

page 



A article page 
-  Ingress 
-  Body 
-  Bar chart 
-  Tables 
-  Footer 

The numbers are updated daily and text 
revised monthly 



Self-services 
-  Is accessed via the newspaper 



Self-services continues 
-  The web based self-services is 

opened in another tab 



Results 
- After a few months in operation 



Results 

•  Positive feedback from end-users and the 
university-management 

•  Increased number of active users (more analysis is 
needed) 

•  Less resources is now put on support issues 



Next step 
-  Individualised dashboards for 

everyone within the BI newspaper 
-  Videos 
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